










































"[…]feel like I haven't prepared as well as I would have liked, but looking back there are a number of things I have 
picked up that should prove useful for the future." 
and: 
I've been slightly disappointed this week, because I felt I went backwards in my usual 'stronger' lessons.  I knew I 
was spending too much time talking, and not enough time getting the pupils to do activities, which is something 






 ‘One of my targets for this week is to learn the pupils’ names which I am finding so difficult.  I’ve tried giving them 
name stickers but they swap them round, so this week I’ve done seating plans.  So far I’ve tried it with one group 
and it’s really worked well.  I’ve been able to direct questions to named pupils who I knew were distracted and 
this has helped keep them engaged with the task.  I’m feeling more confident.’ 
From the trainees point of view the blogs have been very useful in a number of ways. Firstly they 
have provided a very powerful means of support for them when they needed it most ‐ on placement. 
Many commented in class that their evening routine started with a look at the blog entries before 
getting on with whatever work they had. It made them feel less isolated in their practice to see that 
others were also having the same issues and challenges. Secondly, they provided extremely useful 
evidence for their standards folders in terms of authentic proof of their development as reflective 
practitioners. Thirdly, the blog entries also supplied them with additional material for use in their 
academic work as their assignments required them to reflect on their practice over the course of the 
year.   
What started out as an experiment to see if reflective practice could be supported and progressed  
through the use of community blogs, has in fact turned out to be a vital part of the course for the 
trainees and one which they have repeatedly said they could not now do without. 
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